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JUST SOCKS 

by Bonnie Kelso 

 
 
 

[Art: A cardboard box is shown bouncing out of a pickup truck  

and into a grassy area with large trees.  

On the box is a label reading "Sock Puppets and Props."  

A sign posted says "Beware of Snakes."  

On the truck there is a sign that reads "The Puppeteer."] 

 

Monty was an explorer, a seeker,  

a snake in motion.  

Every new place he slithered  

inspired his curiosity.  

But sometimes, he struggled to fit in. 
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"What's that sound?" Monty wondered.  

[Art: A sign on a door to a tree reads, "JUST SOCKS."  

The door has a slider peephole.] 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

The music stopped.  

Shhooomp! 

[Art: The peephole slides open revealing sock puppet's face.] 

 

Monty straightened his back and smiled. 

"Who is it, Severus?" asked Ivy. 

"It's a snake, Ivy," Severus replied. 

"EEK!" shrieked Ivy. 

"Sorry, Bub. This place is just for socks."  

Severus slammed the peephole shut.  

The music resumed. 

 

Sniff. Sniff. 

"They didn't give me a chance!"  

Monty wriggled and jiggled. 

He twitched and twirled. 

Then he zigged and zagged. 

[Art: Monty discovers the cardboard box with sock puppets inside.  
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He wriggles into a sock.] 

 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

Monty hoped his disguise would work. 

"Who is it, Severus?" asked Ivy. 

"It's just a sock." 

Severus opened the door. 

 

Inside, the music rose to a crescendo  

and the dance floor swarmed with socks, 

wriggling and jiggling, 

twitching and twirling, 

zigging and zagging. 

 

Asmodeus and King led the Slide. 

Sidewinder and Slinky danced the Shim Sham. 

Noodle vogued, while Pretzel popped.  

Whip and Coral glided in a Waltz. 

Entranced, Monty almost didn't sense Ivy's slight tug.  

"Want me to show you?" 

"Yesssss!" he exclaimed.  

 

They hopped like bunnies.  
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They trotted like foxes.  

They rocked and rolled! 

Monty was making up his own dance, 

"The Shaggy Serpent Shuffle," 

when suddenly . . . 

CRASH! 

his sock  

got knocked 

OFF! 

GASP! 

 

The music stopped. 

Everyone stared. 

Slinky shouted,  

"That's no sock! 

It's a SNAKE!" 

 

Whispers hummed through the hall. 

Monty had lied to his new friends. 

His cheeks warmed as his body slumped. 

"I'm sssssooooo sssssorry, Ivy," Monty hissed. 

 

[Art: Ivy reveals that she is a snake, too.] 
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"It's okay," said Ivy. "I make mistakes, too." 

 

One by one, the dancers 

wriggled from their socks. 

[Art: Everyone is a snake.] 

"I was afraid," said Pretzel. 

"I didn't want to frighten anyone," confessed King. 

"I'm so relieved we can finally be ourselves," sighed Sidewinder. 

 

The snakes slithered outside 

into the sunlight. 

Whip and Coral stirred the paint. 

Monty and Ivy swapped the sign. 

[Art: The new sign reads "Just Friends."] 

 

The music played loud and free 

as the snakes danced into the night. 

They wriggled and jiggled, 

twitched and twirled, 

zigged and zagged, 

under the luminous light  

of the crescent moon. 

### 


